the pull of EU norms and practices? Conventional IR thinking suggests that cooperation may occur even in conflict-ridden regions as long as it is concentrated on 'low politics'; and there were modest examples of such cooperation in South East Europe over the period 1976-91. 2 This interpretation privileges interdependence as a causal factor and sees cooperation, in the main, as an intra-regional, rather than an outside-in affair. Yet, as shown in Chapter 2, the new wave of cooperative initiatives in the Balkans, from the mid-1990s onwards, has been underwritten by the financial resources and political clout of Western institutions and states. To the chagrin of the advocates of 'regional ownership', the demand for policies, regimes and institutions, on a regional scale, has reflected existing cross-border linkages; interdependencies have had only facilitating, as opposed to causal, influence.
The focus on external supply and intra-regional demand suggests that the dynamics of regional cooperation, in the economic sphere, have been largely governed by cost-benefit considerations. However, a purely utilitarian take on the process tells us only part of the story. For the Balkan countries drawn into the EU enlargement exercise, the commitment to functional cooperation, as part and parcel of European vocation, has continually legitimized a growing number of ever more ambitious external initiatives. It has also constrained the local states' ability to opt out of the schemes, as well as to design their institutional features.
The present chapter is divided into two parts. First, it examines the record of cooperation in several key policy sectors; second, it surveys the underlying dynamics accounting for variance across issue-areas and offers some tentative conclusions as regards the causal factors at play.
Sectors of economic and functional cooperation Trade
Bolstering intra-regional trade flows was singled out as an objective for South East Europe very early on. At the Sofia conference in July 1996, Balkan foreign ministers pledged to expand and intensify economic links. Ambitious declarations contrasted sharply with the realities of fragmentation, and hub-and-spoke relations with external trade partners, described in Chapter 1. Because of economic
